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Abstract. It had been thought that it is difficult to provide receiptfreeness in mixnet-based electronic voting schemes. Any kind of user chosen randomness can be used to construct a receipt, since a user can prove
to a buyer how he had encrypted the ballot. In this paper we propose
a simple and efficient method to incorporate receipt-freeness in mixnetbased electronic voting schemes by using the well known re-encryption
technique and designated verifier re-encryption proof (DVRP). In our
scheme a voter has to prepare his encrypted ballot through a randomization service provided by a tamper resistant randomizer (TRR), in such
a way that he finally loses his knowledge on randomness. This method
can be used in most mixnet-based electronic voting scheme to provide
receipt-freeness.
Keywords. Electronic voting, Receipt-freeness, Mixnet, Re-encryption,
Designated-verifier re-encryption proof, Tamper resistant randomizer.
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Introduction

With the research on electronic voting we try to implement real world voting
procedure in electronic means using computer and network. Since we are already
accustomed to many electronic means such as high speed computer, Internet, as
well as mobile communications, we also expect that voting would be provided
through electronic means. It seems to be a worldwide trend that the participation rate in election is decreasing, specially younger generations do not want to
participate in voting if they are not interested in. Electronic voting can be a
good solution against this problem by providing easier and friendlier means of
voting.
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Over the world many kind of electoral systems are currently being used [ES].
Those electoral systems can be classified into the following two categories; plurality systems and majoritorian systems. First, the plurality system is relatively
simple; the candidate who receives the most votes is elected regardless of whether
the candidate receives a majority of votes. Second, the majoritorian system is a
little more complicated; a winning candidate is required to receive an absolute
majority (more than half) of the vote. In Australian alternative voting (preferential voting) system, voter’s next preferences are used to decide a majority
winner in later rounds, if one does not emerge from the first round of counting.
In cryptographic research electronic voting is one of the most challenging
cryptographic protocol problems, because it has extensive security requirements
to be satisfied, and some of them are quite contradictory.
Security requirements.
– Privacy: Ensures the secrecy of the contents of ballots. Usually it is achieved
by encrypting the ballot with the public key of a group of authorities and
by trusting them.
– Prevention of double voting: Ensures that any eligible voters can vote
only once. To achieve this the authority needs to check the authenticity and
eligibility of the voter and record the participation in his secure database.
If a public bulletin board is used as a public communication channel (most
messages are posted there) and voters access it in an authenticated manner,
double voting can be prevented easily.
– Universal verifiability: Ensures that any party can be convinced that
all valid votes have been included in the final tally. To achieve this all the
relevant messages need to be published and the correctness of all processes
(voting, mixing, tally) should be publicly verifiable.
– Fairness: Ensures that no partial tally is revealed to anyone before the end
of the election procedure, as it may affect the voting result in some way.
Sometimes we need to trust that the authorities will not reveal partial tally.
– Robustness: Ensures that the voting system can tolerate a certain number
of faulty participants.
– Receipt-freeness: Ensures that a voter neither obtains nor is able to construct a receipt which can prove the content of his vote. To achieve this the
voter should not be able to choose his own randomness when he prepares his
ballot. A user chosen randomness can work as a receipt.
Sometimes vote buying and coercion issues are discussed as an important security requirement. But, without receipt voters cannot be actively involved in
vote buying or coercion. Without receipt these issues would be limited to social
problems and are out of the scope of our discussion.
Main Approaches. Electronic voting schemes found in the literature can be
classified by their approaches into the following three categories:
– Schemes using blind signature: [Cha88], [FOO92], [Ohk99], [Kim01].
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– Schemes using mix-net: [PIK93], [SK95], [Abe98], [Jak98a], [Jak98b], [Abe99],
[HS00], [FS01], [Nef01], [Gol02], [Gro03].
– Schemes using homomorphic encryption: [Ben87], [SK94], [CFSY96], [CGS97],
[LK00], [HS00], [Hirt01], [Bau01], [Hirt01], [MBC01], [LK02].
Voting schemes based on blind signature are simple, efficient, and flexible, but
require the existence of anonymous channel. Frequently, an anonymous channel is
implemented using mixnet, but if a secure mixnet is available, a blind signature is
not required anymore. Voting schemes based on mixnet are generally not efficient
because they require huge amounts of computation for multiple mixers to prove
the correctness of their mixing. But recent results of [FS01], [Nef01], [Gro03], and
[Gol02] have greatly improved the efficiency of mixnet. Voting schemes based on
homomorphic encryption are efficient in the opening stage, but intensive zeroknowledge proofs are used to prove the validity of each ballot in the voting
stage, which are costly for the voters. Note that much extensive research on
receipt-freeness had been done in this approach.
Our Contribution. In this paper we propose a simple and efficient method to
incorporate receipt-freeness in mixnet-based electronic voting schemes by using
the well known re-encryption technique and designated-verifier re-encryption
proof (DVRP). In our scheme a voter has to prepare his final encrypted ballot
through a randomization service provided by a tamper resistant randomizer
(TRR), in such a way that he finally loses his knowledge on randomness. This
method can be used in most mixnet-based electronic voting schemes to provide
receipt-freeness.
Outline of the Paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we review several background concepts and related works in electronic
voting. In Section 3 we describe our voting model such as entities and their
roles, communication model, and assumptions. In Section 4 we describe some
cryptographic primitives such as threshold ElGamal encryption and designatedverifier re-encryption proof, which are required to describe the proposed protocol.
The proposed voting protocol is described in Section 5 and is analyzed in Section
6. Finally, we conclude and discuss future works in Section 7.

2
2.1

Background and Related Works
Receipt-freeness

Receipt-freeness is a unique security requirement of electronic voting systems
which distinguishes it from other cryptographic protocol problems. Also it is
a very important property in electronic voting, since vote buying and coercion
are very common experiences in real world election scenarios. It is thought that
without providing receipt-freeness electronic voting schemes cannot be used for
real political elections.
The concept of receipt-freeness was first introduced by Benaloh and Tuinstra
[BT94]. Considering the threat of vote buyers (or coercers), a voting scheme
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should ensure not only that a voter can keep his vote private, but also that he
must keep it private. The voter should not be able to prove to a third party that
he had cast a particular vote. He must neither obtain nor be able to construct a
receipt which can prove the content of his vote.
To achieve receipt-freeness, voting schemes in the literature use some kind of
trusted authority which provide a randomization service and make some physical assumption about the communication channel between the voter and the
authority depending on the design of the protocol.
1. One-way untappable channel from the voter to the authority [Oka97].
2. One-way untappable channel from the authority to the voter [SK95,HS00].
3. Two-way untappable channel (voting booth) between the voter and the authority [BT94,Hirt01,LK02].
Note that research on receipt-freeness had been done mainly in homomorphic encryption based voting schemes, since designing a receipt-free scheme is
relatively easy in those schemes by using zero-knowledge proof techniques. On
the other hand, in blind signature based or mixnet-based schemes, voter chosen
randomness can be used as a receipt. The voter can prove the content of his
encrypted ballot using his knowledge of randomness.
[LK00] tried to provide receipt-freeness by extending [CGS97]. They assumed
a trusted third party called honest verifier (HV) who verifies the validity of
voter’s first ballot and provides a randomization service, i.e., HV re-encrypts it to
generate the final ballot and generates the proof of validity of ballot cooperatively
with the voter such that the voter cannot obtain any receipt. But [Hirt01] has
pointed out that in this protocol a malicious HV can help a voter to cast an
invalid vote and thereby falsify the outcome of the whole vote. Moreover the
voter can construct a receipt by choosing his challenge as a hash value of his first
ballot. This is the same attack applied to [BT94]. To resist against this attack,
voter should not be allowed to choose any challenge. [Hirt01] fixed [LK00] and
proposed a receipt-free voting scheme based on a third-party randomizer. The
role of the randomizer is similar to HV of [LK00], but the randomizer generates
the re-encryption proof in a designated-verifier manner and generates the proof
of validity using a divertible zero-knowledge proof technique.
[HS00] provided receipt-freeness in homomorphic encryption based voting
requiring only one way untappable channel from a randomizer to voters with
a cost of huge computation of the randomizer. In this scheme the randomizer
works as a kind of personal mixer who presents randomized ballots to a voter in
a designated-verifier manner.
[MBC01] proposed a receipt-free electronic voting protocol using a tamperresistant smartcard which plays the role of personal mixer. But in their voting
protocol the re-encryption proof is given in an interactive manner, therefore the
same attack applied to [BT94] and [LK00] is possible. [LK02] fixed [MBC01]
and proposed a receipt-free electronic voting scheme in which a tamper-resistant
randomizer (TRR) replaces the role of untappable channel and a third party
randomizer. In this scheme voter prepares an encrypted ballot through an inter-
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active protocol with TRR in a way that he loses his randomness but is convinced
personally that the final ballot is constructed correctly.
All of these previous works are homomorphic encryption based voting schemes.
In this paper we suggest a simple and efficient method to incorporate receiptfreeness in mixnet-based voting schemes by using similar randomization technique. In mixnet-based voting schemes this kind of randomization technique
can be applied more efficiently since we do not need to prove the validity of
each ballot. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to incorporate
receipt-freeness in mixnet-based voting schemes.
2.2

Mixnet-based Voting Schemes

The notion of a mixnet was first introduced by Chaum [Cha88], and further
developed by a number of researchers. A mixnet enables a set of senders to send
their messages anonymously, thus it is a primitive to provide anonymity service. Mixnets can be classified into decryption mixnet and re-encryption mixnet
depending on mixing mechanism. The original proposal of Chaum was a decryption mixnet, but many recent works deal with re-encryption mixnet, since
it can separate mixing and decryption phases, which provides more flexibility,
robustness, and efficiency. Mixnets can also be classified into verifiable mixnet
and optimistic mixnet depending on correctness proof.
In verifiable mixnet each server provides proofs that its shuffling is correct,
thus the correctness of mixing is publicly verifiable. Abe [Abe99] proposed a
general framework of permutation mixnets. Recent works by [FS01], [Nef01],
and [Gro03] have shown breakthrough progress in the construction of verifiable
mixnet and the proving technique of a correct shuffle. [FS01] represented a shuffling as a matrix between inputs and outputs and proved that it is a correct
permutation. [Nef01] has provided verifiable permutation using an iterated logarithmic multiplication proof. [Gro03] used a homomorphic multicommitment
scheme to provide a more efficient shuffling proof.
On the other hand, in optimistic mixnet the verification of correct shuffling
is not provided by each server. Instead, the correctness of the shuffling of the
whole mixnet is verified after the mixnet outputs the shuffling results in plaintexts. Drawbacks of optimistic mixnets include that a cheating server cannot
be identified instantly and some outputs are revealed in plaintexts even when
the shuffling is incorrect. Jakobsson tried to design efficient optimistic mixnets
[Jak98a,Jak98b]. More recently Golle et. al. [Gol02] has shown more efficient
mixnet by using an optimistic approach, i.e., they proved only the preservation
of the product of messages after mixing, not proving the correctness of mixing of
each message. But there exists some criticisms [Wik02,AI03] to this approach.
2.3

Tamper-Resistant Hardware Device

To provide receipt-freeness we need to introduce a trusted third party randomizer
and untappable channel between voters and the randomizer. But, in the real
world, implementing an untappable channel in distributed environments is very
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difficult. If a physically isolated voting booth in a dedicated computer network
is used to achieve untappable channel, it will be expensive and inconvenient
for voters since they have to go to a particular voting booth. Also, assuming a
trusted third party randomizer is a burden.
As suggested in [MBC01] and [LK02], a tamper-resistant hardware device
can replace the role of untappable channel and a trusted third party. Moreover,
a tamper-resistant hardware device is thought to be the ultimate place to store
user’s secret information such as secret signing key, since it is designed by secure
architecture and has limited interface. We expect that it will be available to
most users in the near future. In this paper we use a hardware device called
tamper resistant randomizer (TRR) to provide a randomization service to voter’s
encrypted ballot.

3

Voting Model

Overview. A typical mixnet-based electronic voting scheme runs as follows.
1. Voting: A voter prepares an encrypted ballot and posts it on a bulletin board
in an authenticated manner with his signature.
2. Mixing: Multiple independent mix servers shuffle the posted ballots sequentially in a verifiable way such that the voter-vote relationship is lost.
3. Tally: After the mixing process is finished, multiple tally servers jointly open
encrypted ballots using threshold decryption protocol.
Our main idea is quite simple. We assume a third party randomizer which
provides randomization service; it receives the voter’s first ballot, randomizes
it by using re-encryption to generate a final ballot, and gives it to the voter
in an authenticated way. A voter is required to make his final encrypted ballot
through an interactive protocol with the randomizer. In this paper the randomizer is implemented by a secure hardware device called tamper resistant
randomizer (TRR). In the randomization process, the randomizer provides a
designated-verifier re-encryption proof (DVRP) to the voter, so the voter is convinced personally that his final ballot is constructed correctly, but he cannot
transfer the proof to others. Through the randomization process the voter loses
his knowledge of randomness, thus he cannot construct a receipt.
Entities and Their Roles. Main entities involved in the proposed voting protocol are an administrator A, l voters Vi (i = {1, . . . , l}), m mixers Mj (j =
{1, . . . , m}), and n talliers Tk (k = {1, . . . , n}). The roles of each entity are as
follows:
– Administrator A manages the whole voting process. A announces the list
of candidates, the list of eligible voters, and system parameters including
the public key for ballot encryption. A issues TRRs to eligible voters in the
registration stage. A publishes the voting result.
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– Voter Vi participates in voting. We assume that a voter is certified properly,
for example, using PKI, and has a signing key corresponding to the certified
public key. Vi needs to identify and register himself to A, then A issues a
T RRi to him which is securely equipped with its own signing key. In the
voting stage Vi generates a final encrypted ballot through an interactive
protocol with T RRi and posts it on the bulletin board with his signature.
– Mixers Mj provide mixing service for the collected ballots such that the
voter-vote relationship is lost.
– Talliers Tk share the private key of the voting scheme in a (t, n)-threshold
verifiable secret sharing (VSS) scheme. After the mixing stage is finished,
they cooperatively open each ballot using the (t, n)-threshold decryption
protocol.

Tamper resistant randomizer. A tamper resistant randomizer (TRR) is a secure hardware device owned by a voter which works in voter’s computer system.
It is securely equipped with its own signing key and voter’s certified public key.
It has the functionality of computing re-encryption and designated-verifier reencryption proof (DVRP). The communication channel between voter and TRR
is an internal channel which does not use network functionality. It is assumed
that any party over the network cannot observe the internal communication. It
provides a randomization service to voter’s encrypted ballot; receives voter’s first
ballot, re-encrypts it to generate a final ballot, and gives it to the voter in an
authenticated manner using its signature. It also provides DVRP to the voter.
Communication Model. In this paper a bulletin board is used as a public
communication channel with memory. It can be read by anyone, but only legitimate parties can write messages on it in an authenticated manner. Once a
message is written on bulletin board, it cannot be deleted or overwritten. Most
messages and proofs of the protocol will be posted on the bulletin board. It is a
main communication tool to provide the voting protocol with a universal verifiability. For the voting system to be reliable the bulletin board system should be
tamper-proof and resistant against the denial of service (DoS) attack.
The communication channel between involved parties (voters, mixers, talliers) and bulletin board is a public channel such as the Internet. But the communication between a voter and his TRR is an internal channel which cannot be
observed by a buyer. We need to assume that a buyer cannot observe the very
moment of voter’s voting. This is a basic assumption to get receipt-freeness.
Ballot encoding. In the proposed voting protocol any fixed encoding format
can be used like most mixnet-based voting schemes, possibly within the size of a
modular number. Therefore the proposed protocol provides extensive flexibility
and can be used for a wide range of complicated real world voting schemes, for
example, Australian preferential voting. Note that, if the encoding format is not
fixed, there is a possibility that a specific encoding agreed between a voter and
a buyer can be used as a receipt.
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4

Cryptographic Primitives

In this paper ballots are encrypted with ElGamal encryption which will be decrypted through a (t, n)-threshold decryption protocol and re-encryption mixnet
is used to provide anonymity service.
Consider the ElGamal encryption scheme [ElG85] under a multiplicative subgroup Zp∗ of order q, where p and q are large primes such that q | p−1. If a receiver
chooses a private key s, the corresponding public key is h = g s where g is the
generator of the subgroup. Given a message m ∈ hgi, encryption of m is given
by (x, y) = (g α , hα m) for a randomly chosen α ∈R Zq . To decrypt the ciphertext
(x, y), the receiver recovers the plaintext as m = y/xs using the private key s.
4.1

Re-encryption and Mixnet

ElGamal is a probabilistic encryption scheme that allows re-randomization of
ciphertexts. Given an ElGamal ciphertext (x, y), a mix server can efficiently
compute a new ciphertext (x0 , y 0 ) = (xg r , yhr ), choosing r ∈R Zq∗ at random,
that decrypts to the same plaintext as (x, y). This re-encryption can be computed by anyone (it does not require the knowledge of the private key) and the
exponentiations can be pre-computed.
Given two ElGamal ciphertexts, it is infeasible to determine whether one is
a re-encryption of the other without knowledge of either the private key s or the
re-encryption factor r, assuming that the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is
hard in Zq . Using this property a mix server can hide the correspondence between
its input and output ciphertexts, while preserving messages, by outputing reencrypted ciphertexts in a random order.
4.2

Designated-Verifier Re-encryption Proofs

A designated-verifier proof is a proof which is convincing only to the designated
verifier, but it is completely useless when transferred to any other entity [JSI96].
The basic idea is to prove the knowledge of either the witness in question or
the secret key of the designated verifier. Such a proof convinces the designated
verifier personally because he assumes that the prover does not know his secret
key. But, if the proof is transferred to another entity, it loses its persuasiveness
completely.
We consider designated-verifier re-encryption proofs (DVRP). Let (x, y) =
(g α , hα m) be an original ElGamal ciphertext of some message m with a public
key h = g s . Let (xf , yf ) = (xg β , yhβ ) be a re-encrypted ElGamal ciphertext
generated by the prover P (TRR). Let hV = g sV be the public key of the verifier
V (Voter) corresponding to the private key sV . P wants to prove to V that his reencryption was generated correctly in a way that his proof cannot be transferred
to others. He will prove that xf /x and yf /y have the same discrete logarithm β
under bases g and h, respectively.
Designated-verifier re-encryption proof (DVRP):
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Prover (TRR):
1. Chooses k, r, t ∈R Zq .
2. Computes (a, b) = (g k , hk ) and d = g r htV .
3. Computes c = H(a, b, d, xf , yf ) and u = k − β(c + r).
4. Sends (c, r, t, u) to V .
Verifier (Voter):
?

1. Verifies c = H(g u (xf /x)c+r , hu (yf /y)c+r , g r htV , xf , yf ).
In this protocol d = g r htV is a trapdoor commitment (or chameleon commitment) for r and t. Because V knows his private key sV , he can open d to
arbitrary values r0 and t0 such that r0 + sV t0 = r + sV t holds. V can generate
the re-encryption proof for any (x̃, ỹ) of his choice using his knowledge of sV .
Selecting (γ̃, δ̃, ũ) at random, V computes
c̃ = H(g ũ (xf /x̃)γ̃ , hũ (yf /ỹ)γ̃ , g δ̃ , xf , yf ),
and also computes r̃ = γ̃ − c̃ and t̃ = (δ̃ − r̃)/sV . Then (c̃, r̃, t̃, ũ) is an accepting
proof. Therefore designated-verifier re-encryption proof cannot be transferred to
others.
4.3

Threshold ElGamal Encryption

A threshold public-key encryption scheme is used to share a secret key among n
talliers such that messages can be decrypted only when a substantial subset of
talliers cooperate. More detailed description is found in [CGS97] and [Ped91]. It
consists of key generation protocol, encryption algorithm, and decryption protocol.
Consider a (t, n)-threshold decryption scheme where the secret key is shared
among n talliers Tk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) and decryption is possible only when more than
t talliers cooperate. Through the key generation protocol, each tallier Tk will
possess a share sk ∈ Zq of a secret s. Each tallier publishes the value hk = g sk as
a commitment of the share sk . The shares sk are chosen such that the secret s can
be reconstructed from any subset Λ of t shares using the appropriate Lagrange
coefficients,
X
Y
l
s=
sk λk,Λ , λk,Λ =
.
l−k
k∈Λ

l∈Λ\{k}

s

The public key h = g is published to all participants in the system.
Encryption of a message m using the public key h is given by (x, y) =
(g α , hα m) which is the same as the ordinary ElGamal encryption. To decrypt a
ciphertext (x, y) = (g α , hα m) without reconstructing the secret s, talliers execute the following protocol:
1. Each tallier Tk broadcasts wk = xsk and proves the equality of the following
discrete logs in zero-knowledge using the proof of knowledge protocol,
logg hk = logx wk .
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2. Let Λ denote any subset of talliers who passed the zero-knowledge proof.
Then the plaintext can be recovered as
Y λ
m = y/
wk k,Λ .
k∈Λ

5

Proposed Voting Protocol

The proposed voting protocol is a good combination of a typical mixnet voting
protocol and the randomization technique introduced above. It consists of the
following 5 stages.
Stage 1. System setup
Administrator A prepares system parameters of the threshold ElGamal encryption scheme. n talliers Tk jointly execute the key generation protocol of
the (t, n)-threshold verifiable secret sharing scheme and publish the public key.
Let h = g s be the public key and s be the private key shared by n talliers. A
publishes the list of candidates and other required information on voting.
Stage 2. Registration
Voter Vi identifies and registers himself to A. A checks Vi ’s eligibility and
issues T RRi which is securely equipped with its own signing key and voter’s
public key. After the registration deadline has passed, A publishes the list of
qualified voters with the certificates of voters and TRRs.
Stage 3. Voting
In the voting stage the voter Vi and his T RRi compute the final encrypted
ballot through the following interactive protocol.
– Vi prepares a ballot message mi , chooses a random number α ∈R Zq∗ , and
computes a first ballot as (x, y) = (g α , hα mi ). He sends (x, y) to T RRi .
– T RRi randomizes (x, y) to generate a final ballot (xf , yf ) = (xg β , yhβ ),
where β is TRR’s secure randomness, and signs it SigT RRi (xf , yf ). It also
computes a DVRP as described in Section 4. It computes (a, b) = (g k , hk )
and d = g r htV , where k, r, t ∈R Zq , and computes c = H(a, b, d, xf , yf )
and u = k − β(c + r). Then (c, r, t, u) is a DVRP for (xf , yf ). T RRi sends
SigT RRi (xf , yf ) and (c, r, t, u) to the voter.
– Vi verifies the validity of DVRP (c, r, t, u) by
?

c = H(g u (xf /x)c+r , hu (yf /y)c+r , g r htV , xf , yf ).
If Vi is convinced that the final ballot is constructed correctly, Vi double signs
the final ballot
SigVi (SigT RRi (xf , yf ))
and posts it on the bulletin board.
Stage 4. Mixing
Before the mixing stage, A verifies the double signatures of voters and their
TRRs from the posted ballots, and publishes valid ballots on the bulletin board.
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Then m mixers Mj shuffle the ballots sequentially and post the shuffled ballots on
the bulletin board. In this stage previously proposed verifiable mixnet protocols
such as [Abe99], [FS01], [Nef01], and [Gro03] can be used.
Stage 5. Tallying
For the shuffled ballots n talliers jointly decrypt each ballot using the (t, n)threshold ElGamal decryption protocol to recover the original ballot messages
mi . Finally, A publishes the tally result.
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Analysis

The proposed voting protocol satisfies all the security requirements proposed in
Section 1.
– Privacy: The voter-vote relationship is hidden by the mixing service, so the
privacy of voter depends on the security of mixnet. If talliers try to open a
ballot before mixing, more than t talliers should cooperate. Assuming the
honesty of at least n − t + 1 talliers, the secrecy of the vote is preserved.
– Prevention of double voting: Since the list of eligible voters are published
and voters participate in voting in an authenticated manner (using their
signature and TRR’s signature), double voting is prevented.
– Universal verifiability: Since all the messages in each stage (voting, mixing, and tally) are published in the bulletin board and the correctness of
processes is publicly verifiable, any observer can verify the validity of the
vote result.
– Fairness: Assuming the honesty of at least n − t + 1 talliers that they will
not cooperate to open the ballot before mixing, no partial tally is revealed,
and fairness of voting is guaranteed.
– Robustness: Partial failure of some voters can be detected and it does not
affect the whole voting protocol. Mixing and tally stages are robust against
partial failure of the servers.
– Receipt-freeness: No voter can construct a receipt from the messages that
he had sent or received, since he had lost his randomness. Although he is
convinced that the vote message is preserved in the final ballot by DVRP, he
cannot transfer the proof to others. Assuming that a buyer cannot observe
the very moment of voter’s voting and the communication channel between
a voter and his TRR is internal, a voter cannot be coerced into casting a
particular vote.
In some papers [Gol02,AI03], preventing ballot copying is discussed. In our
construction, a voter can try to copy another voter’s ballot because of the malleability of ElGamal encryption. If we want to prevent ballot copying, we have
to require the voter to prove his knowledge of randomness. In our construction, voter cannot prove anything since he had lost his randomness. However,
note that voter also cannot prove that he had copied a specific ballot (cannot
construct a receipt).
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The proposed method provides most mixnet-based voting protocols with
receipt-freeness in a very efficient manner. All the computation required for
TRR is 2 offline exponentiations for re-encryption, 4 offline exponentiations for
DVRP creation, and 1 signing. Since all the computation in TRR is offline, it
can be pre-computed and is suitable to implement in a hardware device which
has limited computational power. On the other hand, the computation required
for the voter is 6 online exponentiation for DVRP verification and 1 signature
verification. Compared with the homomorphic encryption based receipt-free voting schemes, mixnet-based receipt-free voting is more efficient for voters since
complex proof of validity of ballot is not needed.
Since tamper-resistant hardware device is the ultimate place to store user’s
secret information such as digital signing key, we expect that it will be available
to many users in the near future and the proposed voting scheme will be quite
reasonable.
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Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a simple and efficient method to incorporate receiptfreeness in mixnet-based electronic voting schemes by using the well known reencryption technique and DVRP. In our scheme a voter has to prepare his encrypted ballot through a randomization service provided by TRR in such a way
that he finally loses his knowledge on the randomness. This method can be used
in most mixnet-based electronic voting schemes to provide receipt-freeness in a
very efficient manner.
However, we found that the efficient mixnet of Golle et. al. [Gol02] cannot
be used in this construction. In their scheme double encryption is used to keep
the privacy of vote in a bad case and to support backup mixing. But the inner
encryption, which is known only to the voter, can work as a receipt. Applying
our tool of receipt-freeness for those efficient mixnets is planned as future work.
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